With the accelerating shift to modern networks, hybrid working and multi-cloud services, governance of cyber security must be agile yet balanced for risk management practices and demonstrate compliance to industry standards and regulations.

Fujitsu’s Information Security Management (ISM) service provides differentiated governance, risk and compliance functions that ensure and assure our clients’ cyber security objectives, and optimise the value derived from Fujitsu managed and cyber security services.

As a market leading managed service provider, Fujitsu has extensive experience in supporting and protecting diverse technology and information environments to attain and maintain a resilient security posture in the face of rapidly evolving cyber-attacks and threat actors. Our ISM service acts as your Trusted Adviser to help govern and guide your organisation’s risk management program to maintain cyber assurance and supporting your business goals.

We provide the support you need to meet audits, policies and compliance frameworks such as ITIL, ISO 2700x, GDPR, NIST or ASD Essential 8, to improve your risk visibility, optimise your cyber security spend and respond to the changing threat landscape with agility.

Our service is a dedicated expert Information Security Manager who acts as your Trusted Adviser to help govern and guide your organisation to support cyber risk mitigation and provide cyber assurance whilst supporting your business goals.

Achieving Business Cyber Resilience

- **Manage Risk**: Providing trusted expertise and professional services to validate and manage your cyber risk posture with comprehensive advice, reporting and dashboards.
- **Respond and Remediate**: Timely support for navigating security incidents and practical guidance for preventative measures.
- **Stay Compliant**: Demonstrate and manage adherence to security regulatory and best practice compliance frameworks.
- **Maintain Security Posture**: Stay updated on emerging threats relevant to your business and receive proactive advice to mitigate and contain security incidents.

Our Story

We are a global leader in technology and business solutions that transform organisations and the world around us.

We put people first. We believe in the power of diversity. Our values of Empathy, Trust, and Aspiration drive everything we do.

What we offer

- Foundation cyber security services that include vulnerability reporting, and maintaining the Security Management Plan
- Governance and oversight of security deliverables and technology infrastructure changes
- Information risk assessment and remediation advisory services
- Communication and coordination of security response activities
- Threat and Vulnerability advisories
- Support for internal and external audit activity
- Security service improvement planning and tracking to help improve and optimise your overall security posture

Did you know?

- Damage from cybercrime is projected to increase to 10.5 trillion annually by the year 2025
- Lack of trained cyber staff directly leads to consequences including asset misconfigurations, poor threat awareness and ineffective risk management
- 68% of business leaders feel their businesses’ exposure to cyber security risk is increasing
- Investment in security and compliance gives companies associated returns of at least double their investment